EMERGENCY INFORMATION

EMERGENCY STOP BUTTON LOCATIONS

• Control Room (near door)
• Scan Suite Wall (near door)
• Hallway wall to equipment room
• System Power Panel (equipment room back wall)

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

FIRE

• Emergency Stop
• Remove subject from the scanner suite
• Alert campus security (dial 911)
• Extinguish (extinguisher/waiting room)
• CLOSE SCANNER SUITE DOOR

MEDICAL

• Stop Scan
• Remove subject from scanner suite
• Alert campus security (dial 911)
• Tend to the subject’s needs
• CLOSE SCANNER SUITE DOOR

QUENCH

• Turn on fans
• Press quench button
• Evacuate scanner and scanner suite immediately (Pull or push kick out panel if needed)
• Alert campus security (dial 911)
• Tend to subject’s needs
• CLOSE SCANNER SUITE DOOR